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Abstract

A review is presented of the main results of the theoretical work

on electrostatic double layers. The general properties of double

layers are first considered. Then the time-independent double layer

is discussed. The discussion deals with the potential drop,- the

thickness, and some necessary criteria for the existence and sta-

bility of the layer. As a complement to the study of the time-

independent double layer a few remarks are also made upon the time-

-dependent double layer. Finally the question of how double layers

are formed and maintained is treated. Several possible formation

mechanisms are considered.



1. Introduction

In recent years electrostatic double layers have attracted an

increasing interest within the field of cosmic plasma physics.

One important reasoa fcr this is, tnat space experiments have

yielded results which strongly indicate that double layers are

often present in the Earth's magnetosphere above the auroral zones.

Observations of the drift velocity of artificially injected Ba -

-ions show, for instance, that strong electric fields, which might

be due to double layers, exist at altitudes of several thousand

kilometers (Wescott r:t al. , 1976; Haerendel et al., 1976) . Another

interesting evidence cf th« presence of double layers in the

magnetosphere comes from direct measurements of the electric field

made onboard the S3-3 satellite (Mozer et al., 1977). When the

satellite crossed the auroral zones at altitudes in the range

2x10 - 8x10 km, both psrpendicular and parallel electric *ield
2 3 - i

components of the order of 10 - 10 mV.m 'were measured. The

strong electric fields were often found to be concentrated in

narrow regions in which the perpendicular component switched from

one direction to the reverse in accordance with double layer

theory (Shawhan et al., 1978).

Double layers have also been suggested to have other cosmic

applications. Thus a model for L.olar flares has been proposed

in which double layers consti.ute the basic mechanism for the

energy release in flares (Alfvén and Carlgvist, 1967; Carlqvist,

1969). In this model one or several double layers are formed in

current filaments penetrating the solar atmosphere when the current

density in them exceeds a certain critical value. Stored magnetic

energy is then rapidly released as kinetic energy of energetic

particles and plasma. The final result is expected to be a solar

flare.

Another region where double layers have been suggested to occur

is in the Jovian magnetosphere (e.g. see Shawhan et al., 1975;

Shawhan, 1976» Smith and Goertz, 197 8). These double layers, which

among other things may give rise to the decametric radiation ob-

served from Jupiter, are assuiaed to form in an electric current

system generated by the Jovian satellite Io.



In addition to the above mentioned applications of double layers

to objects within our solar system, Alfvén (1978) has considered

the possibility that double layers are also formed in radio ga-

laxies wh .re they might account for the large release of power

observed.

The application of double layers on the magnetosphere of the

2arth and on other cosmic phenomena has led to intensified experi-

mental and theoretical investigations of such layers. Great progress

in the understanding of the physics of the double layers has been

made in the last few years. However, much work remains to be done

before a general and complete description of double layers can be

said to exist.

In the present article we shall discuss some of the most important

results which have been obtained up to now in the theoretical

work on double layers. On the basis of experimental investigations

we first consider the general properties of double layers (Sec-

tion 2). Next (Section 3) we discuss the time-independent double

layer which is the type of double layer most frequently analysed.

The discussion deals with the potential drop, the thickness, and

some necessary criteria for the existence and stability of this

ki-'d of layer. Varto«.u-. itiodels of the time-independent layer

are considered as well. As a complement to the discussion en the

time-indtpendent layer a few remarks are also made upon the type

of double layer that changes with time (Section 4). Finally the

important question of how double layers are formed and maintained

is treated (Section *>)•

Reviews on double layers have earlier been presented by Block

(1975, 1978).

2. General properties of double layers

For many decades double layers have been studied in a considerable

number of laboratory experiments (for a review see e.g. Torvén,

1978) . In some of the experiments «iiternal effects of the double

layers such as current limitation, potential drop, voltage surges,

and accelerated particles have been investigated (e.g. see Langmuir

and Mott-Smith Jr., 1924; Hull and Elder, 1942} Schönhuber, 1958;

Crawford and Freeston, 1963; Jacobsen et al., 1968; Torvén and



BabiC, 1975, 1976) while in others rather the internal structure

of the layers has been studied (Quon and Wong, 1976; Coakley et al.,

1978; Torvfcn and Andersson, 1978). From the experimental investi-

gations combined with theoretical considerations the following gene-

ral picture of the double layer has come out:

1. The double layer is a local region which is capable of sus-

taining a high potential drop, <•> T , and which is surrounded

by plasma. Generally * is larger than the equivalent thermal

potential, kT/e, of the plasma. Potential drops of the order

10-10 V have been experimentally found over structures inter-

preted to be double layers.

2. The potential within the double layer, •$, is usually assumed

to vary monotonically (see Figure la). Such a potential varia-

tion has been experimentally observed by Quon and Wong (1976)

and Torvén and Andersson (1978). However, double layers may

also very well exist which have potential distributions similar

to that shown in Fiqure la lut. --'ith a superimposed fine structure

consisting of several naxima ana minima.

3. The electric field, E (sec; Figure ib) , which aives rise to the

potential drop across the double layer is generated by space

charges, p, according to Poisson1» equation. The space charges

are primarily concentrated to two adjacent layers of opposite

polarity (see Figure lc) - hence the term double layer. Inside

the double layer the positive charge density produced by the

ions may drastically differ from the negative charge density

produced by the electrons. Quasi-neutrality does therefore not

prevail in the double layer.

4. The electric field is much weaker in the plasma that surrounds

the double layer than it is in the layer itself. This implies

that the double layer, taken as a whole, is electrically neutral.

It therefore contains approximately equal numbers of positive

and negative charges.

5. The thickness of the double layers is generally much smaller



than the mean free path of the icns and electrons. For layers

with a fairly small potential drop ($^T = 1 0 - 1 0 V) in low
15 16 -3pressure discharges (density r. = n. = 10 - 10 m ) the

thickness is a fraction of a irillintetre , which corresponds to

some ten Debye lengths in the surrounding plasma, while the

mean free path is of the order of a metre.

6. Inside the double layer the ions and electrons, which account

for the space charge, are acted upon by the electric field. Some

of the particles are accelerated and form beams on both sides

of the layer (Crawford and Fre«;ston, 1963) while the rest are

either decelerated or reflected. The conditions in the double

layer are in several respects similar to those in cathode

sheaths. An important difference is, however, that the double

layer is surrounded by plasna while the cathode sheath borders

on plasma on onv si-Se cnly.

7. Most double layers which have beer, experimentally investigated

have carried an electric current, I_T. This does not mean that

the current is a necessary condition for the formation of all

types of double layers. However, in case electric energy is

released in the double layer a current must flow through it,

since the power de.'elopped is PDL * * D L <frDL-

Prom the experiments it is we 1-known that the formation and

development of a double layer does not only depend on the plasma

in which it occurs but also on the whole circuit in which it is

an integral part. As a consequence of this, double layers show a

great variation of their appearance.

Double layers can be classified according to their properties

in several different ways. We can for instance distinguish between

strong layers and weak layer*. The strong layer is characterized

by a potential drop that is much larger than the equivalent ther-

mal potential of the surrounding plasma, $ T>>kT/e. The ter.ipera-

ture, T, is hore adopted to be a measure of the mean energy

coupled with the random motion of the particles and does therefore

not necessarily presuppose a Maxwellian velocity distribution. In

the weak layers on the other hand, <frDL»
 i s °* t n e same order of



magnitude as kT/e.

Another way to classify double layers i* bv rv=«ns of their

behaviour in time. They e are "ayers that vary strongly with time,

but there are also laser's tha: a ?.• essentially time-independent.

As was pointed cat above (point 5) the mean free peth of the

charged particles is generally much larger chan the thickness of

the double layer. Collisions can therefore generally be assumed

to play a negligible role within the layer. The motions of the

ions and electrons in the layer are instead mainly governed by the

electrostatic force and the inertia force. This means that if the

boundary conditions were known, it would, in principle, be possible

to obtain a complete description of the double layer through a

combined analysis of the viasov equations

3f q (EfvXB)
"' • " = O (2.1)

— £ a m Y. a

valid for the ions and electrons and the Poisson equation

A$ = -VE = -;T q n (2.2)
a

in which f = f(r, v, t), n ~\ f dv , m , and q denote the distri-
•» ct — — <x 3 — a ex

bution function, number density, mass and charge of the particles

respectively, and where the subscript a is i for the ions and

e for the electrons. Such a complete description of the layer

does not yet, however, exist owing to the complexity of the ana-

lysis and unknown boundary values of f^.

The theoretical studies on double layers perfected up to now

have mainly been limited Lo tin?-independent and one-dimensional

models with particular distribution "unctions for Lho ions and

electrons (see e.g. Block, 197?; /norr and Goortz, 1974; Lee et

al., 1977; Hasan and ter Haar, 19/8). Jr Most is-olels studied the

magnetic field hay he<?n assumed to be either zero or parallel to

the motion of the charged particj.es which implies that no magnetic

force acts upon the particle:;. Exceptions tn thifl respect are the

self-consistent models of obliqup double layers considered by

Swift (1975, 1976) in which the magnetic field plays an important

role.



The general structure of phase space for the type of double layer

that do not include any perpendicular component of the magnetic

field is shown in Figure 2. As is evident from the Figure the

particles ran be divided into two categories - the free particles

and the reflected (trcpped) particles. The free particles, which can

pass through the double layer, consist partly of particles that

are accelerated in the electric field of the layer, partly of

particles that are decelerated. The accelerated particles gain

energy when passing the layer and form energetic ion and electron

beams on opposite sides of the layer. The decelerated particles

again lose energy but possess a sufficiently high initial energy

to overcome the potential drop, $DT- In strong double layers

the fluxes of the free decelerated particles are generally so small

that they can be neglected.

Contrary to the free decelerated particles the reflected particles

have not energy enough to penetrate the whole potential barrier

of the double layer. In point 4 above we found that considerable

space charges may exist in the double layer, while approximate

charge neutrality must prevail in the surrounding plasma. For

charge neutrality to be maintained in the plasma, reflected par-

ticles necessarily have to exist. In principle, charge neutrality

can be maintained by means of only one kind of reflected particles

- ions or electrons - if suitably chosen (Block, 1978), but

usually bjth kinds of reflected particles are present in the

plasma.

3. The time-independent double layer

The type of double layer that is most easy to study theoretically

is the time-independent layer. In this type of layer all physical

quantities such as the particle velocities, the potential drop,

the electric field, and the thickness remain constant in time. Å;>

important contribution to our knowledge about the time-independcr.:-.

layer was given by Bernstein et al. (1957) who studied self-consi 3-

tent and tiwe-independent solutions of the potential in a one-di-

"leneional ard collision-free plasma. They showed that arbitrary

potenti il distributions can be constructed by choosing trapped

parrticle populations in an appropriate way.



On the basis of this result. Montgomery and Joyce (1969) could de-

monstrate the existence of shock-like solutions of the combined

Vlasov-Poisson equations. The conditions in such shocks are in se-

veral respects similar to those in the double layers.

Later, time-independent and one-dimensional double layers possessing

particular particle or potential distributions have been investiga-

ted in several works. Thus Andrews and Allen (1971) have investiga-

ted a double layer model which contains both reflected and free

accelerated ions and electrons. They first »tudy some conditions

for the existence of double layers with Maxwellian distribution»

of the reflected ions and electrons and arbitrary distributions

of the free particles. Then they treat numerically a special

layer model in which the free accelerated particles are mono-

energetic and the reflected ones are Maxwellian.

For ionospheric applications Block (1972) has considered a model

of a strong double layer in which the free accelerated particles

are described by means of the fluid equations. According to

Bertrand and Feix (1968) such a fluid approach is equivalent to a

water-bag distribution of the particles. The reflected particles

on the other hand are assumed to maintain a constant temperature

in the layer which is consistent with a Maxwellian distribution of

the particles.

A similar model of the double layer, which is also based on the

fluid equations, has been treated by Lee et al. (1977). However, in

this model the temperatures of the reflected particles are allowed

to vary with their density depending on the value that is adopted

of the adiabatic constant of the particles.

As a complement to the two fluid models mentioned above Hasan and

ter Haar (197 8) have studied a model of the double layer using

a kinetic approach. The model, which describes both weak and strong

layers, includes free accelerated particles as well as reflected

particles. The free particles are assumed either to be monoenergetic

or to have a power-law distribution with a low-energy cut-off,

while the reflected particles possess a water-bag distribution.

On the basis of the distribution functions of the particles it is

possible to calculate a relation between the potential drop and the

thickness of the double layer. Similarly, certain conditions for the

existence of the layer can be found. This will Jbe discussed more

in detail in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4,



Another approach to the study of the time-independent double layer,

which more fellows the methods developed by Bernstein et al. (1957)

have been made by Knorr and Goertz (1974). They assume a well-define-5

potential distribution of the layer ($« tgh (x/x )) and consider the:

distribution function? of the free ions and electrons and of the

reflected ions as given. By means of the potential distribution ani

the three particle distribution functions they calculate the

remaining distr butJon function of the reflected electrons.

3.2 The_gotentiai_drop

Half a century ago Langimixr 11929} studied a simple tirae-inde-

pendent and one-dimensional model of a strong double layer. in this

model electrons and singly ionized ions are accelerated in opposite

directions through the potential drop of the layer, <frDL« The ions

and electrons axe emitted with zero velocity from a plane anode and

a plane cathode respectively, which are parallel to each other and

separatee1 by the distance, d. The electric field is zero at both the

electrodes (i.n ". -coraance wit'.- Figure la) implying that both the Lor,

current den1', i : j i . , and the <2lc?ctron current density, i , are »puce

charge li.ai.t-?-;-.. No surface chvtyes 6c then exi.̂ t: on the electrodes.

The electrin fielc.'. i-.i completely formed by the space charges which

the accelerate-] ions 2nd electrons give rise to. The only functicr:

of the electrodes is therefore to emit particles.

Using Poi.Soon'3 ecu^tior and the non-relativistic equations of

notion for the ions anä electrons Langmuir found the potential dro;

across the double liv^r

= C,
n

,- 2* e ;l+(riie/m1)
(3.1)

where i = î + i. is the cotal current density and C1=0;*0. The elec

trode separation, d, constitutes the thickness of the layer. It is

interesting to note that the expression (3.1) is of the sane form

as the expre^&icti for the potential drop of a vacuum diode, but

the former in 2 factor 1.5 nnaller than the latter (Child, 1911»

Langmuir, 191.. > .
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The densitites of the ior.« J;YI electrors vmich ire Accelerated in

the double layer are shown in?* -ir» 3a. Because cf thf assumption

of zero initia' velocities of the particles, the densities tend to

infinity at the emitting electrodes. This property of the model is

obviously non-physical, but still the model must be considered

interesting since it may help us understand stuc!: of what is going

on in real double layers.

Although Langmuir's model only includes accelerated particles inside

the double layer, it can be considered equivalent to a more complete

nodel of the type shown ir. Figure 2 which also contains free and

reflected particles outside the layer. These latter particles must

then be cold and of infinite density.

The expression for the potential drop (1.1) is valid only for strong

double layers. Ir tree case the double layer is weak, the reflected

particles v.-ili h.v/o -i r.e" tr-^lizirn ir:'lj«~r.7c. ori the h"fr, leadinq

tc a potential c r-jy .r.v • • .•??.'•'<*r fr.i.T. -h^t. c I va by equation '. 3 ."..

Using i model «f?rh r»̂:-- i.̂ -iie1;;..- £r»»c : .i J. .>. o ̂ c:- ar.ci writer-bag dist ri

buted ref" ̂«.t*»<i pajrei- •-••> ''ser. :>e~tioi 3.-.? His<ir •snd ver Haar (1**7-:

have celcui«t:ec dt -;--.-"•--> i ;: rop ve,, tl-e -Jr\»bie layer is weak-

Figure 4 shows hov - it potential droo -'?rics with the thickness oL"

the layer when -he c;.r.rsr.» density is kept constant. ?or the sake

of comparison Lanqwuir's relation {5 i'» Is also included in the

Figure. As on<3 would expect the relative difference between the

Langmuir curve and the curve derived by Hasan and ter Haar decreases

as the layer becomes stronger.

It is important to stress that the potential relations derived by

Langmuir and by Hasan and ter Haar are not generally valid, but are

merely applicable to double layers in which the free particles are

only accelerated. A* has been pointed out by Block (1978) it is

possible to reverse the direction of motion of an arbitrary number

of the free particles in a double layer without changing either

the charge distribution or the potential distribution in the le.yer.

By choosing the particle fluxes in the forward and backward direc-

tions in an appropriate way one can, for instance, construct

double layers which carry no current, but have a finite potent!»!

drop.

The validity of Langmuir'« relation for the potential drop of the

double layer (?.l) is limited to non-relativisttc energies of the



electrons, i.i. when >.* •- i- = m c"/e = 5.1 :•: 10 V. How
ijij e e

ast.rotihyr.ic21 applications of double layers, c.9. en solar

have mad j it necessary to consider .lavors ef larger pctcntiaiSjdrops

where both the electrons and tne ions are accelerated to relativist!

energies. A one-dimensior-"1.! double layer sir.ilar to that treated

by Langmuir but having a potential drop c >> <t. = nuc/e

has been studied by Carlqvist (1969). The charge distribution

in such 3 relativisti" double layer is shown in Figure 3o. Both tne

electrons and the ions entering the layer are rapidly accelerate-

to velocities close to the velocity of light, c, whereupon the

densities of the particles remain almost constant. The potential
drop of this type of double layer has been found to be

\>7

/m.cid2 '
(3'2)

where, i, and, d, as before represent the current density and the

thickness of the layer respectively. The variation cf the potential

drop, C'rjw wi-h id2 according to equations (3.1) and (3.2) is shov/n

in Figure 5 for both non-rel-.tivistic and relacivistic doubie layers

accelerating electrons and p.-j.-.-.3.

Strong arguments have been r.ivanced Lo~ th-- view that ~?. ortric

currents which flow in cosmic plasmas have a pronounced tendency

to contract into filaments (Murty, 1962; Alfvén and Fäitharmar,

196'i; Marklund, 1976). If a double layer is formed in such a fila-

ment - e.g. as a result of some current instability (sec Section 5) -

it will get a limited extension perpendicular to the filament which

v:-2 can d-fine by the radius, r . As long as the thickness of the

layer, d, is much smaller than r , the potential arop of the layer,

• , , can re described ov one-dinicinsi'̂ nal thec-rv. For a r: lativistic

rouble layer d_, then grows in propcrtion to d according to eciuaticr.

;2.2). On the other hand, in case the thickness, d, becomes much

larger tnan r a saturation of the relativistic potential drop can

r.e c::pected to occur, just as the potential drop between two cir-
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cular condenser plates of constant charge reaches a saturation

level when thfe distance between the ̂ liLes is increased indefini

tely. The maxjmum potentiVl drop across the double .Layer, $ ,
DJL*rn

can be roughly estimated it we i n s e r t cl •- r in to equation (3.2)

and no t i ce t h a t the t o t a l current through the layer ds I * t r 2 ;

(Carlqvist,. 1969) , fcx 'Jasii obtaii.

-c W (3-3)
with C = (m.c/4p.e e ) ^ 7 . The maximum potential drop across a time-

2 i o

independent filamentary double layer is consequently a function only

of the total current passing tha layer.

3.3 The_Lang3uir_conditign

In the strong double layer studied by Langmuir (1929) the ratio of

the ion current density and the electron current density, measured

in the frame of the la^er, is

V2

(3.4)

This specific ratio between the current components is necessary

for the momentum balance to r>e maintained in the layer.

Conditions similar to equation (3.4) regulating the conservation

of total i..omentutu have also bvin derived for otner models o£ doubx"

layers. Usually these conditions are referred to as "Langmuir cor\-

ditions". In the rnlAt'vlstic double layer (<{,„ >> | . ) , for

both the electrons and i.ne iors «.re accaierat.r?d to such high e

that their masses; l>_come -spproximate Ly equal. In order to conferr

the momentum in rhir-3 îr:-; of la'/or the j.un flux must l:n about eq •.. (

to the electron flux. "Ct-in car. for sing'y ionized ions bo written ;

IT" ~ L ' ''•*:'!> '* tf'i' ':3"5)

(Carlqvist, J969/. He.xce. in the r.'il<JtJ.v.is»tic double layt r the

ion current i.3 approximately the -.̂jnt; .is the electron current.

Various Langnuir conrtition? have ?lr,n oeon derived for more conploy

models of double layers containing both ^ree particles and reflected

particles o* finite *-oiTT?̂ rati:rRH. ":';vxr, Andrews; and Allen (197.1)



found from a numerical treatment of their model (see Section 3.1)

that large deviations from the condition (3.4) c^u occur when the

temperatures of the reflected particles differ front zero and the

layer is weak (see Figure 6 ) . We find from Figure 6 that the current

ratio i./i tends to the Langmuir value, defined by equation (.1.4),

as the layer becomes strong. The Langmuir value should also be

reached in weak layers when the densities and temperatures of the

reflected ions and electrons on both sides of the layer are equal.

Similar results have later been obtained analytically by Hasan and

ter Haar (1978) by means of the model treated by them (cf. Section

3.1).

It should be noted, that no general Langmuir condition can be giver;

for weak double layers since the current components in those laŷ r.-:.

are net uniquely defined as mentioned in Section 3,2.

For s t r o n g double- l a y e r » .. inclvidirsg b r t h f i n e ?,n>.'. :

of f i n i t e t e m p e r a t ' . r e s . Block '1V72) and L t e e t -ii

t i o n 3 .1 ) h^vc d^;.';. •.:;.-:"- -iri <?' 'U«";:r f r ; t h e c r " s a v

t h i o u g l i o u t t h e 1-iy»» ••-. Ar,i.r;, in /. o ;•.<•.--<•. J nt-rir-ic.-n.s ; •

w r i t t e n ar;

-fit- r. rod pare i c

m v-. ,.u"e et r r K i j n . pir

Here n is the nar'he- d;»n,city, u rh" m.-hr: viv^-city, :<.nd p t h^ p r e ^ o -•

of the particles while 'he •ub.tciipts f and r refer to free- and re-

flected particles respectively. Equation (3.6) can be interpreted ,-.s

an indirect Langmuir condition,

3.4 The_Bohm_condition

When Bohm (1949) many years ago studied the conditions in stable

wall sheaths Vie found that the ions must impinge on the sheath with

a velocity

1/2

(3.7)

in order for a self-consistent space charge to be maintained in the
•heath. Bohm's discussion on wall sheaths can also be applied to
the anode and cathode boundaries of time-independent double
layers (Persson, 1968, 3969).
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We can easily see this by considering for instance the anode

boundary of a strong and one-dimensional double layer. The free

ions which impinge on the layer with the velocity u.f. are for

the sake of simplicity assumed to have zero temperature while the

reflected electrons are Maxwell distributed with the temperature

T .. The densities of the ions and electrons are approximately

equal, n.-A = n . = nA, at the boundary of the layer since the

density of the free electrons accelerated through the layer can be

neglected compared to n A in strong layers. When accelerated in the

layer the free ions gain the velocity

åifA

where
'DL

(3.8)

is the potential drop from the anode boundary.

From the constancy of the ion current i. = u,, = en, .,.
throughout the layer and from equation (3.8) the ion density is

found to vary with the potential drop as

nif (3.9)
if A;

The density of the reflected electrons, on the other hand, varies

according to Boltzmann's law as

ner = n A kTerA
(3.10)

Both n., and n thus decrease with increasing potential drop A$.

For a positive potential drop to occur it is according to Poisson's

equation necessary that n e r decreases more rapidly than n. f so

that a positive space charge is formed. This condition can by means

of equations (3.9) and (3.10) be expressed as

m, ui "ifA > k TerA (3.11a)

which is identical with the condition (3.7) found by Bohm for stable

wall sheaths. A condition similar to (3.11a)

uefC > k T
irC (3.11b)

can in the same way be shown to be valid for the free electrons at

the cathode boundary of the layer provided the free electrons there



are of zero temperature while the reflected ions are thermal with the

temperature T. .

Conditions like (3..11} which are necessary for self-consistent

•pace charge and potential distributions are usually termed "Bohm

conditions. '. Such Bohm cot.diti jns have been derived for spveral of

the double layer rnoieif, treated in Section 3.1.

Thus Andrews and Allen (19?J) found from numerical calculations on

a layer model similar to that described above that the systematic

velocities aifj, a n ^ u
c.ff °f

 t n e impinging ions and electrons must

be larger if the I?yor is weak compared to if it is strong. This

enhancement of u.^r arid u __ in weak layers is caused by the acce-
1 j- f\ GIL

lerated beam particles which have a finite density when leaving

the layer.

For strong double leyers with finite temperatures of both the re-

flected and the free particles (cf.Section 3.1) Lee et al. (1977)

have derived the following Bohm conditions

(3.12)

are the adiabatic constants of the free par-

tides, the reflected electrons, and the reflected ions respectively.

The condi ions (3.12) can be said to include the Bohm conditions

earlier derived by Block (1972) for his model (see Section 3.1) if

we put YQ = Y< = i corresponding to a constant temperature of thee x

reflected particles. Also the Bohm conditions found by Hasan and

ter Haar (1978) for their kinetic model (see Section 3.1) can be
obtained from (3.12) by putting y =* v = 3 a nd T.., = T , = 0 .

I e 1 if A efC

i
3.5

"i UifA

me uefC

where y,

> Y

:- Y

Ye

K efC

, and 7

+ Ye

+ Yi

are

k TerA

k T

the ad

In order to decide un. T what conditions time-independent double

layers can exist it i .3 of decisive importance to l^arn when these

layers are stable ar<d. M K O they are unstable. Unfortunately only a

few investigations have :>an performed in this field, and for that

reason our unrlirsv.anii.,.ivj is here still stronqly limited.

Knorr and Goertz {V."4) have studied some aspects it the stability

of their specific double layer model (cf.Section 3.1). They find

that it ic U'-.->.;V,l." •:. rorntruct plasmas cortatriJrrt lh«? double
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layer which are Penrose stable everywhere- It should be noted,

however, that the stability criterion derived by Penrose (1960)

is strictly valid only for homogeneous plasmas. The criterion

can therefore be applied to double layer models only to the extent

that they include scale lengths that are large compared to the

wave lengths of the modes considered.

Recently Wahlberg (1977) has studied electron oscillations of a

collisionless plasma in the presence of a static electric field.

The configuration considered has certain features in common with

a double layer. A cold electron population (the beam component) is

accelerated in a local and time-independent electric field, having

the same principal structure as that shown in Figure lb, while a

hot electron component (the thermal component) is partly reflected

by the same electric field. Hence, the phase space distribution of

the electrons is similar to that shown in Figure 2c. The ions, on

the other hand, form a fix background of positive charge contrary

to what is the case in ordinary double layers.

Wahlberg has shown that the amplitude of the uncoupled oscillations

in the cold electron beem decreases as the beam is accelerated in

the electric field. This result sugaests that the acceleration of

charged particles in a double layer mignt have a stabilizing effect

on certain modes .in t;ie layer.

On the other hand Wahlberg has also given arguments which indicate

that, under certain conditions, a new type of instability may be

present in the configuration considered, even if the plasma is

everywhere Penrose stable. The instability is caused by a mutual

coupling and reflexion of various modes in both the beam plasma

and the thermal plasma.

There are, however, not only waves that may become unstable but

also the whole structure of the double layer (Tonks, 1937?

Jacobsen and Carlqvist, 1964; Carlqvist, 1972). In the specific

models described in Section 3.1 collisions were completely neglected

as well in the double layer as in the plasma outside it. In reality

collisions (ordinary or collective) between the accelerated beam

particles and the plasma surrounding the double layer are always

present.

In order to demonstrate the importance of such collisions we con-

sider a time-independent and one-dimensional double layer which

is surrounded by a plasma having an extension that is much
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larger than lh- :.,* an frt-c pa. tn 01 cht team particles. By means

of collisions the i;-?» pactlcJ.es qxr.dually transfer their momentum

to the plasma. Ir. th:-. steady ^tate the pressure of the plasma must

then decrease towards cha double layer. A necessary but not suffi-

cient condition for the doublr layer to be stable is that the

dynamic pressure, which lac- beam particles exert on the plasma,

must be smaller than trie total pressure of the plasma. If the

opposite situation is prevailing the plasma will tend to be pushed

away from the double layer. This means that the layer widens and

that the potential drop across the layer increases provided the

current is constant. The dynamic pressure of the beam particles

then increases further leading to an unstable situation of the

whole double layer. In the case the double layer has a two- or

three-dimensional geometry, the efficiency of the beam pressure

nay be reduced because of spreading of the beam particles after

the acceleration.

One nay ask whether the beam* necessarily sust possess such a large

dynamic pressure that they are capable of pushing away the plasma

adjacent to thff double layer for an unstable situation to occur.

From the discussion in Section 3.4 it foilows that if a time-inde-

psndent double iay.i»: "Jha.1! be able to exist, the plasma pressure

m a t be raducotf so much at the boundaries of the layer that some

kind of Boh» condition b«ccmes fulfilled there. If on the other

hand the beams tend to reduce trie plaswia pressure to a value which

1» still ..nailer, this may lead no an inconsistent and possibly

unstable situation since t.n« locations of the boundaries of the

double layer are roughly defined by the sites where the Bohm con-

ditions are fulfillad.

From what has been said above it is clear that the stability of

the double layers represents a difficult but important problem

where much remain.3 tc be dene.

4. The ;yjW'.i4e£S£liJ?n̂  .SPJ'hi~ layer

Most double layers which have been studied experimentally in the

laboratory shov. vf.r^^-ous with tine. Both fluctuating layers and

transient layers hav- been observed. Although the t line -dependent

double layers ate tnua very common in the laboratory experiments,

they have been studied theoretically only to a small degree due

to their complex b^hnviour. in a fev» cases time-variable struc-

U~
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tures with the character of double layers have boen investigated

by means of numerical particle simulations (Goertz and Joyce,

1975; De Groot et al.. 1977; Joyce and Hubbaid, 1978).

There may be several reasons for the time-variations of the double

layers. For instance, various instabilities may give rire to a

fluctuating or transient appearance of the layers. Another cause

of the time-variations nay be a lack of the momentum balance in

the plasma surrounding the layer in accordance with the discussion

in Section 3.5.

As was pointed out above the whole electric circuit containing

the double layer is generally of decisive importance for the

behaviour of the layer. It is therefore often illuminating to

divide the circuit into its separate elements like resistances,

inductances, capacitances, and EMF (see Figure 7}(Boström, 1974j

Alfvén, 1977). The double layer itself can be considered as a com-

plex non-linear and rimy-variable element. Although extremely com-

plicated, the. analysis o' the time-development of the double layer

circuit can, in principle, be performed ir. the same way as of an

ordinary electric circuit.

In a double layer which varies with time,, extra inertia forces

(positive or negative; exist which are not present in a time-

independent l-tyer of similar structure. As long as the time

constant for the variation of the double layer is long compared

to the times needed for the ions nnd electrons to pass a scale-

length of the layer, the extra forces are small in comparison

with other forces acting in the layer. If on the other hand the

opposite situation is prevailing the extra inertia forces can be

expected to be of relatively great importance. As a result of this,

the condition» for the existence of the time-dependent layer may

differ appreciably frora those of tiv» time-independent layer treated

in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

. Mechanises for the formation and maintenance of double layers

5 .1 Th<?_doubie_lay_er as _an_adagting_agent

Experiments sh<jw tnat ''cubic: layers can behave in many different

ways. On one hand there are double layers which show a transient

l •men T which 'IT o>. .-»to st rop.oly. This type of layer it?
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mostly tormed out of ? C.iirLv nomoqeneous nlasma when some of the

plasma parameters as the current, the density, or the temperature

attains a certain critical value. On the other hand there are also

more stable and time-independent double layers which can exist for

long perifds. Noise ani small fluctuations do, however, generally

occur also in these layers.

Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain how these dif-

ferent types of double layers are formed and maintained. Since

the appearance of double layers is so variable it seems likely

that several mechanisms may be active, although under different

conditions.

First we shall devote our interest to how double layers can be

maintained. From experiinentri it is well-known that persistent double

layers tend to occur .in .low-pressure discharges when there is an

abrupt constriction of the ar.ode end at the discharge tube (Schon-

huber, 19S8; Crawford and Frteston, 1963: Andersson, 19 77). The

layer, vtuch has an elo~vri-.i fxolci that accelerates electrons to-

wards the anode and ions towards tiu; cathode, generally forms at

the constriction where it bulges out more or Jess into the cathode

plasma (see Figure 8).

Crawford and Frees ton (.1.963) have constructed a simple theory of

this kind of double layer. This theory suggests that the double

layer has two functions. In the firat piaca the layer serves as

an adapting agent between two plasmas of different character -

the electron gas on the anode side of the layer is hotter and denser

than that; on the cathode side. Crawford and Freeston assumes that

the electron gaa on both sides of the double layer has a Maxwellian

velocity distribution. If the number densities and temperatures of

the electrons on the anode and cathode sides of the layer are de-

noted, by n e A, n e r, T^A, and T r respectively, the. random electron

flux densities in tne two sections are * . - n A(kT */2TT m ) V2

and * e C --= neC(kTeC/2ir m^)
 l/: . Since TQk > f&c and n e A > n e C we hav-

• > i• . In th?. case there were no double layer at the constric-

tion there would consequently be a n^t electron flux from the plasm.»

in the more narrow anode tube to the ol«3ma xn the wider cathode

tube. Such a net electron flux corresponds to a current which

flows in opposite direction to the normal discharge current. Since

the ion current is not capable to influence the total current very

much th'•? .>pix>si.irj &]&:*• r-.m ?ni#nt cannot 1>* .i"U'»*d to exist. In reality

J
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a double layer is formed at. the constriction which adjusts the

current crossing it, I . . u- the appixed discharge current. If A_. is the

effective area of the double layer this condition can be expressed

by the equation

ADL ̂ ecVHlT

Here the firat term on the left hand sice represents the random

current from the cathode plasma while the second term represents

the random current from the anode plasrca diminished to a first

approximation by the Boltzmann factor. Reorganizing equation (5.1)

and putting I r - AnT en ,.(k T r/2^ n ) V
1 we find the potential

drop across the double layer to bn ^

é - kXeA ln |
n
eA/

TeAf J
eC | .-

•DL " T ~ l n n~:iFT r~=TT i ' ( 5 l
: eC eC '
t

a functicm of the double layer <:cnslsts in that it can

capture electrons t rom i.̂ e cath-'xir- pi •».•Mi.a and focus them into the

narrow arn.-le i ui^. ̂ e w « fro:n equ/HMcit ''5.2) th;it a ulane double

layer coveri.^i tlit! co^sli! J'JOJI <mu h^v^rq th> area Â .r -- JT'

cannot car?-; -\ .-uirpr.c j.a•.*•>?!• than T , - nrj c-r. (k T ,,/2r ;n ) V2 .

If a current larger 'han •••fils is forced to flow tliroucjh the dis-

charge tube ojnd conisequent.ly --Iwo t.hrou'jh the double- J ayer, the

layer compensate.» this Vy bulging out towards the cathode. In that

way the cathode plasjn.i electrons experience a larger surface of

capture at *he same time -is they art' focuned towards the more

narrow anode tube.

The idea that double layers may be formed at the boundary of two

plasmas of different character has also been applied to the iono-

sphere and magnetosphere, Mfvén (1958) early realized that shock-

like structures similar to double layers might be formed when a

hot plasma encounters a cold.

Recently Lennartsson (1978) has 4« more detail studied how double

layers may be formed in the ip.agnetcsphere. He considers a current

loop which paeses through both the hot maqnetospheric plasma and

the cool ionospheric plasma. In those parts of the circuit which

connect the ionosphere v.'J:h the 1r.3qnpt.0Rphf.re the current is

f it;l.d-i. 1 iv-xjci. In orrc'r t'.r r.hl? : id d- a I i orofi current to flow
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from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere a considerable potential

drop is required along the magnetic fipld lines. This is a con-

sequence of the magnetic mirroring of the electrons which mainly

carry the current. The plasma in which the field-aligned current

flows must for the main part t» quasi-neutral (n «»n,), otherwise

excessively high electric fields would be produced. Lennartsson

finds that quasi-neutrality is generally possible only if the po-

tential makes a jump at some point in the field-aligned current path.

He identifies this potential jump with a double layer. The role of

the double layer is to fit two plasmas of different character to

each other. One can therefore say that in principle it has the

same function as the constriction layer discussed earlier.

5.2 Current3driven_instabilities_and_äouble_laYers

As mentioned above time-dependent double layers have been observed

to occur in fairly homogeneous dinchar^e plasmas when for instance

the current is increased above a certain critical value. High over-

voltages of the order of 10 -10 V, leading to current limitation

or current disruption, have then sometimes been measured across

the discharge (e.g. see Hull and Elder, 1942; Jacobsen et al.,

1968; Lutsenko et al., 1975). A necessary condition for these

overvoltages to occur is that the discharge circuit contains an

inductance or a sufficiently large voltage source. Immediately

before th"> current reaches th* critical value at which the double

layer is formed, disturbances in the form of propagating solitary

pulses appear in the discharge plasma (Torvén and Babic, 1975?

Quon and Wong, 1976). Thus, there are reasons to assume that some

kind of instability in the plasma gives rise to this type of

dynamic double layer.

It has been argued that double layers might be formed as a result

of a local evacuation of the plasma (Alfvén and Carlqvist, 1967>

Carlqvist, 1969). The principal idea is, that if the plasma is

forced to leave a local region at the same time as the current is

kept constant - e.g. by means of an inductance - charges of oppo-

site polarity will collect at the boundaries of the evaduated

region until the potential drop across the region has grown so

large that a space-charge limited current, similar to that de-

scribed by Langmuir (1929) (see Section 3.2), can start to flow.
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Several instabilities may give rise to a local evacuation of the

plasma. One possibility is that the evacuation is caused by the

two-stream instability (Carlqvist, 1973) which is active as soon

as the current density exceeds a certain critical value which

depends on the density and the temperature of the electrons and

ions. This evacuation process can easily be explained if we

consider a fully ionized plasma of temperature T g = T^ = T

carrying the current density, i. The plasma is initially (t = 0)

homogeneous except for a small and local disturbance in the

form of a dip in the density (see Figure 9a, solid curve). For

the sake of simplicity the disturbance is assumed to be at rest

with respect to normal wave modes and to have a scale-length» I,

which is much larger than the Debye length. By means of Fourier

analysis we can then divide the disturbance into separate waves,

the amplitude spectrum of which Is shown by the solid curve in

Figure 9b. If the current density is sufficiently large for the

two-stream instability to occur (i > 0.926 ne(2k 1/*£ ** [l + 0^/^) * *

all the mentioned waves vill grow in amplitude as described by

well-established linear theory (Euneman, 1959; Jackson, 1960).

For the long wave lengths considered, the growth is approximately

proportional to the wave number, t • The growth of the waves

causes the spectral distribution of the disturbance to change

with time (see Figure 9b, dashed curve). By putting together

the Fourier components again at a later time, t » t, , we can

find how the density disturbance develop». As is clear from

Figure 9a the density dip becomes deeper and more narrow as

time passes. Preliminary numerical calculations show that this

trend seems to persist also in the non-linear phase of the de-

velopment (Raadu and Carlqvist, 1978).

In order to demonstrate how the evacuation process works we have

above studied a particular example, comprising the two-stream in-

stability for equal ion and eiectron temperatures. However,

nothing seems to prevent that the process may work also for other

temperature ratios or oven by means of other instabilities.

Another evacuation mechanism that might lead to the formation of

double layers is the c-iviton as suggested by Torvén (1976) . This

mechanism also presupposes that a local disturbance in the form

of a density dip Is in1, ti ally present in the plasma. When the

current density nxceed?, a certain c r i M c M limi^, plawiria

os c i J la L Lea.i..136»? 3 uppe ŝ ri te bf* ]jrcd\vzp.C hy r;omc; current-driven
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instability and trapped in the dip. When bouncing back and forth

in the dip, the oscillations give rise to a ppnderomotive force

which acts outwards en the slopes of the dip. If the energy den-

sity of the electric field of the trapped oscillations becomes suf-

ficiently large the ponderomotive force may give rise to a local

evacuation of the plasma (ser .g. Zakharov, 1972; Morales and Lee,

1974, 1975). Whether this evacuation mechanism will be more effec-

tive than the mechanism discussed above or not, depends on the

efficiency of the generation and trapping of oscillations in the

dip-

Smith and Goertz (1978) have also suggested that the ponderomoti.»-.

force might be important for the generation of double layers. They

consider a plasma having a density that decreases in space. At

those places where the density cf the plasma is below a certain

critical value, a current driven instability is assumed to occur

and to give rise to piasirm oscillations. Owing to the pondero-

motive force, resulting from the oscillations, the density gradient

steepens in time so that it finally becomes arbitrarily large.

Since the ponderomotive force mainLy acts on the electrons a

charge separation with accompanying dc electric field arises at

the position of the steer> density gradient. This situation, Smith

and Goertz expect, will lead to a doubJe layer.

Besides the above discussed theoretical investiaations, numerical

particle simulations hav« n.lsc bee:» osed rit the study of how

double layers are formed and main̂ .ai ned (Goertz and Joyce, 1975;

DeGroot et al., 1977; Joyce and Kubbard, 1978). The calculations,

which often have been performed with somewhat artificiaJ boun-

dary conditions, have revealed structures similar to +.ho

double layers considered above. In addition to this, it has been

possible to show that the bulk drift between ions and electrons

must exceed a certain critical value for these structures to be

formed. In most cases treated the minimum drift needed has turned

out to be of the order of the electron thermal velocity.

For the future we may expect that particle simulations and

other numerical method» will be increasingly used in investi-

gations on the behaviour of double layers. For that reason the

theoretical analysis of the double :i.ayer phenomenon should not

be neglected, since it i?. of decisive importance for the under-

standing of the physics behind the layers. It is most important,
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however, that both the numerical calculations and the theoretical

analysis are performed in close contact with experimental investi-

gations of real double layers, in the laboratory and in space.
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figure captions

Fig. L. Schematic picture of the variation of

a) the potential <J>, b) the electric field E, and

c) the net charge density p with the distance x

in a double layor surrounded by nlasma.

Fig. 2. Schematic picture of a) the potential distribution,

b) phase space for the ions, and c) ohasv: space for

the electrons in a double layer. Both the ion and

the electron -.populations consist of free particles

which can pass the double layer and of reflected par-

ticles which cannot penetrate the layer because of the

potential barrier.

ELg. 3. Densities of ions, n., and of electrons, n , shown as

functions of the- x-coordinate in a double layer of

thickness d. A :.s the anode boundary and C is the

cathode boundary. 3} Non-relativistic doable layer

according to !,angrauir U929) - b) Relativistic double

layer where both the ions and electrons are accelera-

ted to velocities close to the velocity of light

(Carlqvist, 1969) .

ELg. 4. Normalized potential drop of a one-dimensional double

layer, $ D I/(
k T

e rfl/
e)' shown as a function of its normalized

thickness, d/*D» according to Hasan and ter Haar (1978).

The current density in th« layer is assumed to be con-

stant, 1 * 2,20 en e f c(KT p A/m )
 I/?, and further

n ,_ = n.£A and T = T . For the sake of compari-

son Langir.uir's (192S*) relation for the potential drop, valid

for a strong double layer, is shown ^s we 1.1.

Fig. 5. The potential drop across a strong one-dimensional double

layer, 4>D1> is shown an a function of i d'. For

^DL K< mi»c?//e t:he curve tends towards that given by

Langmuir (19 29) , while for <fcr)L >> ntjC
2/c it tends to-

wards the asymptotic relation <|>[JL - (m.<- i d
2/4 ». e) '/' .

The current iB suppor.e.d to be carried by fil&ctrons and

protons.
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Fig. 6. Variat ion of ( i^ / i . , ) (m /m. ) J/'2 with kT /e<J>_T in a weak
e i e i er UJJ

double layer for some different values of kT. /e<j>D,

according to Andrews a~d Allen (1971) . When the double

layer is strong, (ie/±i)(ir^/n^)^ approaches unity as

prescribed by Langmuir (19 29).

Fig. 7. Electric circuit containing a plasma in which a double

layer is formed (Alfvén, 1977). The plasma is represented

by the two circuit elements X and Y. X refers to the double

layer while Y refers to the surrounding plasma. The external

circuit is represented by the resistance R, the inductance

L, and the voltage source V. It is important to note that the

properties of the double layer does not only depend on the

properties of the local plasma but also on the whole cir-

cuit in which the plasma current flows.

fig. 8. Double layer appearing at the constriction of a dis-

charge tube. Both the temperature and the density of

the elctrons are larger in the narrow anode tube than

in the wider cathode tube.

Fig. 9. The development of a disturbance of the density, n(x),

and its associated Fourier speotrum F(P) normalized by

I n^ is illustrated ir a) and t) respectively. The solid

curves show the initial state at t = 0 when the density

disturbance is assumed to have a Gaussian shape with

the amplitude, n^ (<< nQ), while the dashed curves show

the state at a later time t = tj.

t
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SOME THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF ELECTROSTATIC DOUBLE LAYERS
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A review is presented of the main results of the theoretical work

on electrostatic double layers. The general properties of double

layers are first considered. Then the time-independent double layer

is discussed. The discussion deals with the potential drop, the

thickness, and some necessary criteria for the existence and sta-

bility of the layer. As a complement to the study of the time-

independent double layer a few remarks are also made upon the time-

-dependent double layer. Finally the question of how double layers

are formed and maintained is treated. Several possible formation

mechanisms are considered.

Key words; Double layer, potential drop, plasma instabilities.


